Modern product design can be considered as a process, which involves intensive iteration, complex reasoning, and mutual cooperation among the design groups in different disciplinary areas. In order to meet the requirements of modern products on multidisciplinary collaboration, the traditional method, where the product conceptual design is usually solved only within a single discipline, should be improved. Based on the classic function-behavior-structure model of product conceptual design, this paper studied the collaborative mechanism of functions, behaviors and structures, and proposed a new method/system of implementing formalized multidisciplinary collaboration in the product conceptual design process. In this method, the model/system of conceptual design process with multidisciplinary collaboration was established first, and three collaboration mechanisms were developed. After the coupling relationship among the design sub-states and the disciplinary classification characteristics of the design sub-states were expressed by the mathematical ways, the particle swarm algorithm was applied for the discipline planning, next the solving process for multidisciplinary collaboration were proposed. Finally, the conceptual design process of a stylus printer was used to illustrate the application of the proposed method.
Introduction
There have been ever-increasing numbers of subsystems (disciplines) and components for modern products, such as hybrid vehicles, high-end printers, and medical equipment, 1 and the design process of these products has become extremely complicated. Meanwhile, more and more new requirements and constraints, such as energy consumption and space restriction, have been put forward for the design of new products. Therefore, designers must consider the knowledge in various disciplines (e.g. kinematic, electrical, chemical, thermodynamic, and electromagnetic) to satisfy these diverse requirements and constraints. 2 When the subsystems are integrated as a new product, however, the simple integration is not always an ideal solution and the desirable solution should consider the collaborative effect among the subsystems and realize the optimization in the whole product level. 3, 4 The conceptual design of product originates from the user requirements which can be decomposed into functions one by one; next the individual function can be solved as corresponding behavior, and further solved as corresponding structure. 5, 6 The behaviors and structures include not only geometrical information but also nongeometrical information, such as the relationship among the behaviors and among the structures. 7 From the perspective of system engineering, the product development process can be represented as a V-model 4, 8 (as shown in Figure 1 ). In this model, conceptual design consists of the system-level definition of products, the hierarchical decomposition and definition of subsystems and components, and the integration of subsystems and components which are in line with the rules specified in different integration . Identify the requirements and convert them into the system-level description about the designed products; . Hierarchically decompose the system-level description into the subsystem description (component description) and realize the functions in individual subsystem as the corresponding behaviors and structures; . Define the interface among the behaviors and among the structures from different subsystems, i.e. the collaborative relationship among subsystems.
Traditionally, after the subsystems are obtained through the hierarchical decomposition, the solving of the corresponding behavior and structure is always carried out within individual subsystem and it is difficult to carry out the collaboration among different subsystems. As a result, the final integrated product will inevitably have redundant structures, and it is also impossible to design a product with overall optimization on the structure and performance. In order to obtain the optimal design scheme in the product conceptual design process, the collaborative relationship among different subsystems should be considered, and the collaboration among the functions, among the behaviors and among the structures should be established. In other words, the third task mentioned above is very necessary.
Up to now, much research has been contributed to the study of product conceptual design. Gero et al. 9, 10 proposed a classic function-behavior-structure (FBS) model and claimed that the process of conceptual design is a mapping process from functions to product structures. Based on the Gero's work, Zu et al. 11 developed an iterative principle based functionbehavior-mechanism-structure (FBES) model and studied the relationship among the functions, behaviors, mechanisms, and structures in the mechanical system. More recently, Christophe et al. 12 proposed a requirement-function-behavior-structure (REBS) model and Li et al. 13 proposed a requirementprinciple-function-structure-project (RPFSP) model. Feng et al. 14 put forward a model based on the cycle crossover solution of product functions, effects, working principles and structure projects and studied the mapping patterns and mapping relationship; Song et al. 15 established the logic connections among different types of basic mapping units and created a function solving framework by means of multilevel mixed mapping. Chen et al. 16, 17 proposed a new model of conceptual design based on Scientific Ontology and intentionality theory. All of the studies mentioned above can support the product conceptual design process, but because the solving process is always limited to the knowledge in a single discipline, the multidisciplinary collaboration is restricted and it is difficult to obtain the best conceptual design scheme.
On the other hand, many researchers have actually investigated the significance of multidisciplinary collaboration during the product design process. Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) is an emerging methodology 18 and has been widely used in the design of complex products such as aircrafts, 19 launch vehicles, 20 satellites, 21 and automobiles. 22 Nevertheless, the MDO is currently mainly applied to the detailed design phase rather than the conceptual design phase. Because the principle scheme for the designed products has been determined in the conceptual stage, the designers cannot freely apply the multidisciplinary collaboration to obtain the best solution during the detailed design phase and the only thing that can be done is to optimize the shared variables among different disciplines in compromised ways. Therefore, the multidisciplinary collaboration in the detailed design phase can only obtain limited and partial optimization on the structure and performance of the designed products. The basic reason causing the aforementioned problem is that in the early design phase where the maximum design freedom is allowed, the designers always rely on their own limited knowledge and experience and it is unlikely for them to have an overall consideration on the collaborative effects among different disciplines. Due to the high design freedom of the conceptual design phase, it is necessary to apply the MDO in the conceptual design phase rather than the detailed design phase to obtain the overall optimization on the structure and performance of the designed products. Meanwhile, because 75% of the final product cost is determined in the conceptual design phase, 23 the implementation of multidisciplinary collaboration in the early phase can also save the market launching time and the cost of the products. This paper proposed a method to implement the MDO in the conceptual design phase. Based on the classic conceptual design model of functions, behaviors and structures,
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Verification and validation Figure 1 . V-model for product development process. 4, 8 a method of implementing formalized multidisciplinary collaboration was developed for product conceptual design process. The multidisciplinary collaboration involves the coupling characteristics of different disciplines and the multidisciplinary collaborative relationship among the functions, behaviors and structures of the conceptual design. The proposed method consists of three steps. In the first step, based on the formalization representation of product conceptual design, the process with multidisciplinary collaboration is modeled; next, the particle swarm algorithm is used for the disciplinary planning; in the third stage, the solving mechanism is used to solve multidisciplinary collaboration and the finally obtain the best conceptual design scheme. It is worthy pointing out that in this paper, we were trying to formalize and model the multidisciplinary collaboration by mathematical forms or computer language forms, so the essential aim is that some programmable algorithms, artificial intelligent tools, and digitalized knowledge repositories are able to assist the whole collaboration process in conceptual design stage and, finally, we can realize the target of computer-aided conceptual design in the future.
Modeling the conceptual design process with multidisciplinary collaboration Formalization representation
The process of product conceptual design starts from the user requirements, and can be considered as a conversion process from the function requirement to the structural scheme, and also with various design constraints. 24 The process can be represented as a quintuple form: P ¼ fI, O, È, À, Bg. As shown in Figure 2 (a) I represents the input of a product design, such as design tasks or requirements; O represents the output of the product design, i.e. the final conceptual design scheme. È represents the different design states and each design state set consists of design sub-states (È ¼ fÈ 1 , È 2 , È 3 , Á Á Á, È n g); À represents the transfer function mappings among the design states (À ¼ fÀ 1!2 , À 2!3 , À 1!3 , Á Á Á, À i!j , Á Á Ág, ði 6 ¼ j, 14i4n, 14j4nÞ); B represents the feedback function with the repetition and iteration among the design states (B ¼ fB 2!1 , B 3!2 , B 3!1 , Á Á Á, B j!i , Á Á Ág, ði 6 ¼ j, 14i4n, 14j4nÞ). As shown in Figure 2 (a), the process of conceptual design can be also considered as a conversion process of the design states by both the transfer function È j ¼ À i!j ðÈ i Þ and the repetition and iteration feedback function È i ¼ B j!i ðÈ j Þ. Therefore, the essential of the conceptual design process of products is the conversion process among design states.
The process of the product conceptual design with multidisciplinary collaboration is similar to the classic conceptual design process mentioned in the preceding section, and the critical difference is that the former process introduces multidisciplinary collaboration among design state subsets. In the traditional product conceptual design process, after the design state set is decomposed into design sub-states and the individual design sub-state is solved only in a single discipline, the overall state will be obtained by simply summing up of all subsets (if the solved subsets are denoted as È 1 , È 2 ,. . .,È n , so the overall state set is
). In contrast, in the process of the conceptual design with multidisciplinary collaboration, the overall state will be obtained with the consideration of the collaborative effects C among the sub-states set and it can be represented as È
Therefore, when the collaborative effect is taken into account, the formal representation of product conceptual design process can be change to a six-tuple form P ¼ fI, O, È 0 , À, B, Cg. As shown in Figure 2 (b), È 0 is the new design state which considers the collaborative effects among different disciplines.
Collaboration process model
As mentioned above, the essential of the product conceptual design process is the conversion process of the different design states, but the details of the conversion process are complicated and different conceptual design models have different design states and conversion strategies. In this paper, the product conceptual design process was modeled as three design states: functions, behaviors, and structures. Function is the product attributes satisfying the users' requirements. Behavior is the physical principles and behavior approaches which realize the function. Structure is the description of the physical components or features of the design object. Based on the FBS mapping method by Umeda, 25 the mapping mechanism of functions, behaviors and structures in the new developed model is established by using the mapping relations of the design feature sets from two adjacent layers. When the effects of multidisciplinary collaboration act on the mapping process, the designers will be guided to consider the collaborative effect among the sub-states of the functions, behaviors and structures.
Regarding the multidisciplinary collaboration in the function state, the relationship among different disciplines is built by means of the function flows, so as to realize the sharing and complementation among different disciplines. Taking the rotation motion in automobile as an example, it can fan the heat radiator of air condition system and warm the interior space of automobile, meanwhile under certain conditions (braking) it can generate electricity with the collaboration of other components. The multidisciplinary collaboration in the behavioral layer is realized through effects. For example, in the automobile braking system, the braking function is fulfilled by the behavior of braking, but the behavior of braking also influences the behavior of stability and safety of the automobile. Thus, it is necessary to consider the effect of braking behavior on the design of stability and safety. Because the design of the physical structure should meet the performance requirements of the products, in the structural layer the structural collaboration among different disciplines is realized by the couplings of parameters. For example, the design of automobile body involves various structural requirements, such as the structural strength, aerodynamics and human factors engineering (ergonomics), therefore the design scheme of the body should be the coupling results of these factors in different disciplines.
In summary, introducing the multidisciplinary collaboration into each design state of product conceptual design process is important to obtain the optimal and creative conceptual design scheme. The process of the product conceptual design with multidisciplinary collaboration is shown in Figure 3 .
Collaboration mechanisms
As shown in the formalization representation, the collaboration effect is the critical factor for the conversion of design states and the output of the final overall state. Therefore, the collaboration mechanisms among different disciplines in the conceptual design stage are very important. However, up to know, there is no any formalized collaboration mechanism to support the conceptual design process, but on the other hand, much research has been contributed to the collaboration mechanisms in the product detailed design process. These studies can be a foundation of developing new collaboration mechanisms for the conceptual design stage, so it is necessary to analyze these existing collaboration mechanisms. Ma 26 proposed that the product collaborative design mechanism can be divided into three categories: interconnection, swap, and interoperability. Chen et al. 27 proposed that the coupling factor of collaborative design could divide into three categories: the first one is only associated with the independent variable of the subsystem, the second one is only associated with other subsystems coupling variables, the third one is associated with both above. Tomiyama et al. 28 claimed that the complexity of multidisciplinary design comprises the complexity by design and the intrinsic complexity of multidisciplinarity, and they also classified three types of relationships among theories 29 with regard to the complexity of multidisciplinary: two theories have relationships because of designation (instantiation) of entity, the two theories intrinsically share one common concept and two theories generate new concept. Based on the works in the above references, new formalized multidisciplinary collaboration mechanisms for the product conceptual design were proposed in this paper, including add-up collaboration, coupling collaboration, and abrupt collaboration.
(1) Add-up collaboration is for the situation that a certain connection exists between two disciplines Figure 3 . Process of the product conceptual design with multidisciplinary collaboration.
but no shared component (or parameter) between them. For this type of collaboration (as shown in Figure 4 (a)), two disciplines collaborate through their common linkages, without any new generation of component (or parameter). For example, the design of centrifugal compressors involves the relationship of fluid-thermal-solid, so the temperature parameter in the discipline of pneumatics needs to be transferred to the discipline of thermodynamics and the pressure and temperature parameters in the discipline of pneumatics will then influence the stress conditions in the static strength analysis. (2) Coupling collaboration is for the situation that there are couplings and shared components (or parameters) between two disciplines (as shown in Figure 4 (b)). Two disciplines are closely connected through high degree of interaction. For example, when a conductor moves in the magnetic field and cuts the magnetic induction line, the force will be the parameter shared by the discipline of dynamics and the discipline of electromagnetics. (3) Abrupt collaboration is for the situation that there are strong couplings and shared components (or parameters) between two disciplines but the shared components (or parameters) are new generated components (or parameters) after couplings rather than those from direct couplings (as shown in Figure 4 (c)). For example, for the automobiles with manual transmission system, the gearbox provides various conversion ratios of speed and torque from the combustion engine to the differential through selecting different gear pairs, and the clutch is installed between the engine and the gearbox and manages the connection between them. The abrupt collaboration between the traditional clutch and gearbox enables the new design of automatic transmission system where a torque converter engages the transmission and a set of planetary gear provides a range of gear ratios.
Discipline planning method
For the multidisciplinary collaboration in the product conceptual design process, the basic unit for the collaboration is discipline (subsystem). During the general product conceptual design process, the structure tree 30 is always used to represent the results from hierarchical decomposition. This up-to-down representation approach can directly show the hierarchy of design sub-states. However, in the conceptual design process of the multidisciplinary products, due to the complexity and coupling among different disciplines, the structure tree cannot efficiently represent the relationship of the importance and interdependence among the design sub-states. Therefore, after the user requirements are analyzed and converted into design states and each design state is further divided into design sub-states; meanwhile, it is necessary to carry out discipline planning on the design substates and classify the sub-states into different disciplines. Next, based on the discipline planning results, multidisciplinary collaboration is carried out on the design sub-states of the functions, behaviors and structures through the collaboration mechanisms proposed in the preceding section.
In the discipline planning, the degree of coupling among the design sub-states can be represented as a matrix C. The sub-states of the functions, behaviors and structures are semantic information rather than the mathematic information, so for the degree of coupling, the value definition of the elements in C is based on the design experience of designers. If the coupling value of the sub-state O i to the sub-state O j is c ij , and the coupling value of the sub-state O j to the sub-state O i is c ji , most of the time there is a inequality for two values c ij 6 ¼ c ji and this is because two sub-states have different dependencies for each other. If the total number of design sub-states is q, the full coupling matrix [C] can be written as Meanwhile, the discipline planning also needs to classify the design sub-states into different disciplines. If the number of the design sub-states is q and the number of the disciplines is k, the disciplinary classification matrix of the design sub-states about the disciplines can be written as a matrix [X qk ] The target of the discipline planning is to calculate and obtain the optimal discipline classification matrix [X qk ]', which can satisfy the highest inner-discipline coupling and the lowest crossdiscipline coupling. The constraint on solving the optimal discipline classification matrix is the constraint whether the disciplinary attributes are satisfied in the design process, or the principle that the designers judge whether the discipline classification on the sub-states is reasonable.
The inner-discipline coupling value indicates the coupling degree of the sub-states about a certain discipline. For discipline l, the inner-discipline coupling value C l can be calculated by 
If the total number of the disciplines is k, the sum of the inner-discipline coupling values can be calculated by
where p ¼ (1,2,. . .,k). The cross-discipline coupling value indicates the coupling degree of the sub-states about two different disciplines, and also indicates the feasibility of the collaboration between them. The coupling of disciplines is mainly caused by their shared sub-states. For discipline A and B, their shared sub-states can be expressed as a matrix X qÀAB , so the cross-discipline coupling values between disciplines A and B (C AB ) can be written as
. So the sum of the cross-discipline coupling values of k different disciplines can be calculated by
c mn x na x nb ð2Þ
Therefore, the goal of discipline planning, in other words, is to achieve the maximum sum of the innerdiscipline coupling values and the minimum sum of the cross-discipline coupling values. By combining equations (1) and (2), the mathematical expression for the planning goal can be written as 
In equation (3), q is the number of sub-states involved in the planning; k is the total number of disciplines in the planning; c mn is the degree of coupling between the mth sub-state and the nth sub-state; x np is a disciplinary classification value of the nth substate to the discipline p. Because x np is a discrete value from 0 to 1, the mathematic optimization on the discipline classification matrix [X qk ] can be considered as a typical 0-1 planning problem and the number of variables (elements) that need to be solved is uncertain. Based on the method proposed in Li and Tan, 31 the 0-1 planning problem can be equivalently converted into a mathematical problem with nonlinear complementary constraints. In this conversion, the nonlinear complementarity problem (NCP) function can be used to transfer the 0-1 variables into a corresponding nonsmooth equation which can be smoothed by the aggregate function method. 32 Consequently, the original optimization problem becomes a differentiable nonlinear planning problem which can be solved by the particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO). 33, 34 The flowchart of using PSO for the discipline planning is shown in Figure 5 .
Solving on multidisciplinary collaboration
The discipline planning is based on the FBS model shown in Figure 3 , so the discipline planning for each state layer will be carried out step by step. Following discipline planning model, the design sub-states, which are the objects for the next step collaboration process, are categorized into different disciplines. Traditionally, even though the designers may build good discipline planning results, if there is no systematic collaboration model to support the next stage collaboration process, they are prone to carry out the collaboration based on their intuitive thinking (such as team brainstorming). Or some senior designers may resort their experience to solve collaboration, but this experience is always fragmentary. Most importantly, not all product conceptual designers have long-term accumulated design experience. Therefore, in this paper, we tried to formalize the collaboration process by using the three collaboration mechanisms proposed in the section ''Collaboration mechanisms'', next some powerful knowledge systems are used to support the solving process of collaboration. It is worthy pointing out that our current effort is only trying to manually formalize the collaboration process (try to transform the inputs and outputs of the formalization into computer languages), but in the future the formalization can be carried out by an artificial intelligent system (such as fuzzy logic system). Finally, the formalized collaboration solving system can more efficiently and timely provide the best innovative scheme. The new developed multidisciplinary collaboration model is also based on the FBS model in Figure 3 , so after the discipline planning in function layer, the function sub-states are imputed into the collaboration process and generate the next stage sub-states in behavior layer, then continue the discipline planning and collaboration in behavior layer and structure layer, finally output the conceptual design scheme. The process of the whole discipline planning and collaboration system is shown in Figure 6 .
After the discipline planning, the first question in the next stage is which design sub-states should be selected for the discipline collaboration? The answer is that the potential sub-states in one discipline should have strong correlation with the sub-states in other discipline. Similar to the coupling value in the previous section, we defined another coupling algorithm to evaluate the collaboration potentiality of each sub-state, but this coupling is based on the categorized disciplinary groups, so some coupling areas between/among different disciplines should be considered, such as . Fluid-structural interaction area between fluid mechanics discipline and solid mechanics discipline; . Piezoelectric material area between mechanical discipline and electronic/electrical discipline; . Quantum computing area between quantum physics discipline and computing discipline. It can be seen that this coupling areas normally are the new areas/sub-disciplines of collaboration. These coupling areas compose the top/abstract layer of the multidisciplinary knowledge repository, which will be discussed later on. Currently, the coupling evaluation needs much involvement of the designers' experience, but we are accumulating more and more discipline coupling areas into the repository/database (the designers can also input more effects into repository/database during their long term use of this model), so finally the system can become very powerful supporting tool for coupling value evaluation. Same as the definition in the previous section, if discipline A consists of i number of design sub-state {a 1 , a 2 ,. . ., a i }, and discipline B consists of j number of design sub-state {b 1 , b 2 ,. . ., b j }, the coupling value of each sub-state in the discipline A to the discipline B is given by
and the coupling value of each sub-state in the discipline B to the discipline A is given by
Based on the evaluated coupling values, the ranking for collaboration potentialities of the sub-states in discipline group A and B can be obtained; consequently we find the sub-states for the next stage collaboration. In fact, the collaboration solving process can be considered as, based on the attributes' comparison and the relations between/among the object states, using the collaboration methods (also including the knowledge repositories corresponding to each method) to find a new sub-state (with collaboration) to satisfy the design constrains. So we can standardize the collaboration by the set
where state can be any sub-state in function, behavior and structure layer, Note that, in this set, the state has two form, one is input(can be two or more object sub-states) of the collaboration, and the other is the output next stage sub-states with collaboration. Attribute is the abstract characters of the object substates and currently we have defined different types of attributes for each design state layer, for instance 30 attributes (in the form of function basis 35 ) for the function layer. Relation is the relationship between/among the object sub-states, and we classified all relations into three categories, incidence relation, interactive relation and independence relation. Constraint includes all items that final output sub-state has to satisfy with, mainly including some common categories, such as cost, performance, reliability, and so on, and we also tried to use computer readable languages (in the form of the input of fuzzy logic algorithm) to represent these constrains, such as low, medium, high, slow, fast, etc. Method is actually the three mechanisms proposed in the section ''Collaboration mechanisms''. So based on the outputs of discipline planning, the system selects the potential sub-states as the objects of collocation (as mentioned above), and the conceptual designers input some information (or select from provided categories/parameters) about the attributes, and relations, then the system selected the suggested collaboration mechanism (as shown in Table 1 ). There may be more than one collaboration results (candidates sub-states in next layer or design scheme in final step) from each collaboration, so the designers has to use the constrains to find the best one. So it can guarantee that the final design scheme always satisfy the product design constrains.
In order to support the solving of these collaboration mechanisms, four kinds of knowledge repositories are provided. The inputs of searching include the involved disciplines, sub-states' attributes, and some keywords about the design target (such as printer, wind tunnel, electric vehicle, etc.). The knowledge repositories are presented in many kinds of forms, but all of them include the abstract design sub-states Figure 6 . FBS model based discipline planning and collaboration system. information (by keywords or short phases), which was extracted during the repositories' establishment stage. So the knowledge searching can efficiently find the relevant knowledge by advanced search algorithms. If the designers click this information, more details can be found, such as text description, figure, animation, etc. After the relevant knowledge (abstract information) is found from the knowledge repositories, all the abstract information items of found knowledge are considered as the nodes of Figure 4 , then the system analyzes theses nodes (based on the attributes and relations of the nodes), chooses some nodes, and uses the selected mechanisms to generate the next stage sub-states (or final scheme) with disciplinary collaboration. Currently, the designers need to involve the collaboration process of the found knowledge by the guide of the selected collaboration mechanism, but our ultimate target is, in the future, to intelligently carry out this collaboration process based on the abstract information, such as using the automatic semantic processing technology. 36, 37 We introduce the conceptual design (in function stage) of a wind tunnel's nozzle as an example to illustrate the collaboration mechanism selection and collaboration solving process. The main design requirement for the wind tunnel nozzle is to generate a mean air flow at a required axial speed (Mach number). As shown in Figure 7 , according to the well-known continuity and Bernoulli equations, when the nozzle shape changes, the cross sectional area changes, the air flow speed subsequently increases or decreases. In order to satisfy the requirement of different flow speed in different experiments, a group of functions can be defined, following the discipline planning and based on the calculated coupling values by equations (4) and (5), we selected two functions to do collaboration, ''nozzle shape adjusting'' (different adjusting levels to generate different flow speeds, only based on the classic fluid mechanics equations) and ''nozzle wall fixing'' (the wall should be firm and rigid, with minimal structural vibration). The function sub-state ''nozzle shape adjusting'' belongs to aerodynamic discipline, and the function sub-state ''nozzle wall fixing'' belongs to structural discipline. The flow chart of whole collaboration process is shown in Figure 8 . The attributes of sub-states ''nozzle shape adjusting'' and ''nozzle wall fixing'' are ''change state'' and ''fasten object'', respectively. There is an incidence relation between two substates. Based on Table 1 , we obtained the selection results of collaboration mechanism: add-up and abrupt. Next, the system inputted ''aerodynamic, structural, change state, fasten object, nozzle'' into the knowledge repositories for searching and found out some abstract design information. As mentioned above, clicking these information items, more details can be found, such as item 1 from the ''cut'' rule of TRIZ invention principle and item 2 from patent US3949321. Afterward the selected collaboration processed the found information to generate three candidate sub-states for the next stage (behavior stage) with collaboration. Finally, the constrains (low cost, long-term use, easy to install and replace, light weight, up to 1.5 Mach high flow speed) were inputted into system and the designer decided if the new substate has satisfied these constrains.
Based on the solving process described above, it can be found that the knowledge repository is a critical element in the process. The Product Design Group in Sichuan University is trying to build a comprehensive knowledge repository and knowledge searching program. So in this paper, we will only briefly introduce these knowledge repositories below and more details on our accomplishments in this topic can be found in Fan and Li, 38 Li et al., 39 and Tu et al. 40 Because there are different types of knowledge, the knowledge repository can be divided into: invention principle knowledge repository, patent knowledge repository, scientific effect knowledge repository, and multidisciplinary knowledge repository. The knowledge in the invention principle knowledge repository explains the abstract TRIZ invention principle (Theory of inventive problem solving proposed by Altshuler 41 ) by means of real application cases. The knowledge in patent knowledge repository contains a wide variety of patents, which have been collected and processed. Scientific effect knowledge repository includes the knowledge of a specific scientific phenomenon which existed in different areas, and this knowledge is described by the means of text, images, video, and animation. The multidisciplinary knowledge repository contains more specific knowledge in multiple areas, such as mechanical, electrical, control, etc. As mentioned above, the multidisciplinary knowledge repository include two layers, the first layer consists of the abstract coupling areas and the second layer consists of more specific information, including eight parts: conceptual description, working principles, collaboration attribute, advantages, application examples, technological areas, reference information, and related knowledge.
After carrying out the collaboration in three design state layers step by step, the final outputs from the collaboration in the structure layer should be still abstract. In order to transform these abstract outputs into the specific structural design, the designers need involve more in this final scheme generation stage. During this process, all knowledge items which have been found in the previous collaboration steps can be easily accessed and read by the designers. The various representations (text, images, video, and animation) of the knowledge can assist the designers in conceiving new product design scheme. Meanwhile the designers can also use their experience to adjust the final scheme and obtain the optimal results.
Case study
Based on the new product conceptual design method proposed above, the conceptual design process of a certain type of stylus printer is introduced here to illustrate the implementation of the method. Following the disciplinary analysis on the systematic configuration, the printer can be divided into four different subsystems: mechanic subsystem, electric subsystem, control subsystem, and thermodynamics subsystem.
(1) Function modeling and planning. The functions of the stylus printer were first modeled by the function analysis methods proposed by Pahl and Beitz. 42 Next the coupling values of each pair of functions were evaluated, but the coupling relationship between the functions (also same for the coupling relationship between the behaviors and between structures) could not be obtained quantitatively, so the coupling values were subjectively evaluated by a group of designers. In order to avoid the evaluation distortion from the subjectivity of the designers, the evaluated coupling values from different designers were averaged as the final coupling value. Afterwards, the full coupling matrix [C] was determined. In the coupling matrix [C], the value of each element indicates the degree of coupling (9 for strong coupling, 7 for ordinary coupling, 5 for weak coupling degree, and 1 for very weak coupling). The full coupling matrix of the functions of the stylus printer is shown in Table 2 (design inputs). According to the coupling characteristics among these functions, 21 functions were classified into four disciplines (subsystems), i.e. mechanics, electrics, control, and thermodynamics and, consequently, the disciplinary classification matrix [X qk ] of these functions about four disciplines were formed. The disciplinary classification matrix is shown in Table 3 (design inputs). After the coupling matrix and disciplinary classification matrix were decided, based on the discipline planning method, the problem was mathematically Table 3 . Disciplinary classification matrix of the functions of the stylus printer. modeled and the particle swarm algorithm was used to perform the discipline planning on the functions. As mentioned above, the result of discipline planning is the optimal discipline classification matrix [Xqk]', therefore the optimal classifications of the 21 functions about the four disciplines were finally obtained and shown in Table 4 (the planning results are inputs of the next stage disciplinary collaboration).The detail of the calculation process can be found in our former publication.
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(2) Multidisciplinary collaboration and mapping of functions. Based on the results of the discipline planning on the functions and the selection results of potential sub-states and collaboration mechanism, the add-up collaboration, coupling collaboration and abrupt collaboration were applied to optimize different function sub-states of printer. The add-up collaboration between the ''power input'' of the electrical subsystem and the ''medium drying'' of the thermodynamic subsystem enables the use of electric power to dry the medium. The coupling collaboration was carried out between the ''torque conversion'' of the mechanical subsystem and the ''conveying of medium'' of the electrical subsystem and, consequently, the ''transfer of substance or energy'' became the shared function of both disciplines. Another coupling collaboration was carried out between the ''stylustip positioning'' of the mechanical system and the ''position control'' of the control system through the common parameter ''position''. The abrupt collaboration was carried out between the ''vertical movement and horizontal movement'' of the mechanical subsystem and the ''motion control'' of the control subsystem through the shared parameter ''speed''. According to the FBS model, the functions with multidisciplinary collaboration need to be mapped to the behaviors, and it is a process to acquire the physical principle and behavior serving as the basis of function realization. Meanwhile, the influence of the existing behaviors on new behaviors also needs to be considered in the mapping process. The mapping of the functions to the behaviors of the stylus printer is shown in Figure 9 . (3) Multidisciplinary planning, collaboration, and mapping of behaviors. Similar to the discipline planning on the functions, it is necessary to first consider the coupling effects among the obtained behaviors and establish the disciplinary classification matrix of the behaviors. Next, the particle swarm algorithm was used to perform discipline planning on the behaviors. The results of the discipline planning on the behaviors of the stylus printer are shown in Table 5 . Following the discipline planning, and based on the collaboration mechanism selection method in the section ''Solving on multidisciplinary collaboration'', different collaboration mechanisms were applied to the multidisciplinary collaborations of the selected behavior sub-states in different disciplines. The abrupt collaboration between the ''vibration'' of Figure 10 . Mapping from the behaviors to the structure of the stylus printer. Refection of light the mechanical subsystem and the ''electromagnetic phase shift'' of the electrical subsystem created new ''electromagnetic vibration''. The add-up collaboration between the ''transmission of electric field'' of the electrical subsystem and the ''drive force'' of the mechanical subsystem enables the force in electric field function as the external force of the mechanical subsystem. Again, according to the FBS model, after the multidisciplinary collaboration, the behaviors need to be mapped to the structures so as to obtain the physical objects or the mechanisms of product design. Likewise, it is also necessary to consider the influence of the existing structures on the new structures during the mapping process. The results of the mappings from the behaviors to the structures of the stylus printer are shown in Figure 10 . (4) Multidisciplinary planning and collaboration of structure. Similar to planning and collaboration of the functions and behaviors, it is necessary to consider the coupling of the structures of the stylus printer and establish the coupling matrix of the structures and the disciplinary classification matrix of the structures. The optimal disciplinary classification of the structures about the four different disciplines is shown in Table 6 . Next, based on the collaboration mechanism selection method in the section ''Solving on multidisciplinary collaboration'', different collaboration mechanisms were applied to the multidisciplinary collaboration of the selected structure sub-states. The add-up collaboration between the ''speed change mechanism'' of the mechanical subsystem and the ''speed meter'' of the control subsystem transmits the speed of the ''speed change mechanism'' into the ''speed meter''. The add-up collaboration between the ''paper feeding mechanism'' of the mechanical subsystem and the ''position sensor'' of the control subsystem transmits the position information of the ''paper feeding mechanism'' into the ''position sensor''. (5) Output of the conceptual design scheme of the stylus printer. As mentioned in the section ''Solving on multidisciplinary collaboration'', it can be found that the final outputs from the collaboration in the step (4) are still abstract. Therefore, more ''human-force'' has to be involved into the process of transforming these abstract outputs into the 4 Reset spring 5 Locating pin 8 Paper detection sensor 9 Printer drum 10 Vibrating screen 11 Paperout unit 12 Drying unit 13 Friction wheel 14 Driving wheel 15 Conveyor belt 3 Print head 8 Ribbon baffle 7 Ribbon 9 Paper detection sensor 10 Printer drum 1 Iron core 2 Drive coil 3 Reset spring 4 Print head 5 Locating pin 6 Heat conduction pad 11 Paper-out unit 12 Heat conduction belt 13 Cooling fin Figure 11 . (a) Old design scheme of the stylus printer; (b) new conceptual design of the stylus printer with multidisciplinary collaboration. Drying mechanism, temperature sensor specific structural design. By checking and reviewing the knowledge item involved in the above collaboration process, finally we can figure out the final conceptual design of the stylus printer. As shown in Figure 11 (b), compared with the design scheme without the considerations of multidisciplinary collaboration (as shown in Figure 11(a) ), the main changes can be found from the following three aspects: (1) An electromagnetic print head replaces the old mechanical print head and this change simplifies the structure and improves the efficiency and reliability of the printer; (2) The vibration generated by the pin striking on the ribbon is used as the power source to clear the impurities on the surfaces of the papers after printing, so using existing functions of the system improves the energy efficiency of the printer; (3) By the reasonable design on the spatial layout, the heat which is generated during the printing process and wasted in the old printer is used to dry the printing papers, consequently the old drying mechanism is removed in the new design.
It is worth pointing out that based on the case study of stylus printer, the application of proposed method and its implementation process has been illustrated and in overall the final results met the expedited goals of multidisciplinary collaboration in the conceptual design phase, but due to some limitations of the knowledge repository, the support of knowledge repository was not good. The limitations of knowledge repository include the quantity limitation, quality limitation, searching method, and so on. We have constantly made an effort to develop the knowledge models and the knowledge repository since 2008. So far, there are 5850 knowledge items in our knowledge repository, including 1450 invention principles, 2250 scientific effects and 2150 multidisciplinary knowledge items. But as shown in the case study, the knowledge repository still needs a lot of works in the future. We are continuously working on the building of knowledge repository no and the number of knowledge item is constantly increasing as well. Definitely the knowledge repository will become a powerful tool to support the conceptual design method proposed in this paper.
Conclusion
Because most part of the product cost is determined in the product conceptual design stage, it is more important to consider the multidisciplinary collaboration in the product conceptual design stage rather than in the product detailed design stage. Based on the classic FBS conceptual design model, this paper proposed a method which systematically integrated the multidisciplinary collaboration in the product conceptual design and can assist the designers to obtain the optimal and creative design schemes. The model of conceptual design with multidisciplinary collaboration was studied and three types of collaboration mechanism were defined as well. In order to carry out the multidisciplinary collaboration, the discipline planning on the design sub-states is necessary. In the discipline planning, based on the coupling matrix and discipline classification matrix of the design sub-state, the optimal discipline classification matrix can be calculated by the particle swarm algorithm. Next, multidisciplinary collaboration can be solved by the solving mechanism proposed in this paper and the conceptual design scheme with multidisciplinary collaboration can be obtained. Finally, the application of the proposed method was illustrated by the conceptual design process of a stylus printer and the innovation of the method has been demonstrated.
